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The Office of
International
Treasury Control

I have gone through your website and your video presentations and
if it is all meant honestly, than The Office of International Treasury
Control is an amazing project that brings hope to the people of the
world and could not have come at any better time. I just hope your
plans and objectives will become reality, rather sooner than later.
Anyway, my question to you deals with the gold and silver price suppression. A lots of bright and financial educated people believe, that
the price of gold and silver is being suppressed by certain group of
banks (too big to fail), in order to support crashing value of fiatpaper currencies, especially US dollar. The rumour has it, these banks
are shorting great amounts of gold and silver to push the price lower.
Meanwhile, most of the mainstream economists and media, consider
such manipulations a conspiracy theory and they suggest to not buy
and own any gold and silver, because it is an archaic relict without
any real value. I personally do not believe media, but your opinion on
possible market manipulation would be a great break-out on this
subject.

Thank you kindly for your communication containing your comments and question(s) for which
we respond below:We thank you for your words of support, which are much appreciated and actually reflect the
opinions expressed to us in literally hundreds of similar letters.
The Office of International Treasury Control will not just bring hope, but also reality, stability
and equality back to the world at large. After 100 years + of abuse, selfish and selective use, deliberate misinformation, illegal activities, and so on, by the TTTGC, we do have an enormous
task in front of us, but it is one that will take time but will be achieved. Full achievement in my
life time may not be practically possible, so the next generation will be empowered to continue
what the Nations of the World directed under numerous International Treaties, whereby the Nations and the People of the World will be able, in years to come, to enjoy what their forefathers
worked so dedicated and hard towards achieving for the future generations.
Referring now to your question, which if I may say so, is a very good intellectual question and
one that many financial journalists, economists, and other professionals have asked for which
only opinions are available.
To answer this question I have referred to a file dated March 2008, which is comprised of many
opinions from the professionals (Professors and Doctors of Economics, Central Bankers, Investment Bankers, Financial Lawyers, etc) that we connect with, or who have associations with us.
Generally, the consensus leans heavily towards the answer of “YES, the price of Precious Metals
is being suppressed and manipulated. There are many reasons quoted / stated within our file
which are too numerous to mention here, but massive “Shorting” by a few large International
Investment Banks, is a reason whose rating stands within the top three as indicated by those professions referred to above.
Another reason which has yet to come to the fore front, is the Hundreds of Billions in value of
OTC (Over the Counter) Gold Derivatives that are floating around in the market, issued by such
entities as J.P.Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and several others. These derivatives do not actually
have any gold supporting them, or collateralizing them, and as such are just pieces of valueless
paper created by the Banking fraternity. Actual Gold collateral indicated within these derivatives
is in fact Gold held under the Combined International Collateral Accounts, which has been illegally used and liened by the issuers of such derivatives, and as such any legal claim on same is
invalid and legally void.
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The fact that these are in the market gives an impression that there is an abundance of Precious Metal
(Gold) available in the market, thus what appears to be an over supply holding the prices down, when in
reality there is insufficient supply against demand, and production is dwindling year on year.
There are very few physical gold transactions in any one year. However, there are hundreds of Thousands, if not millions of “Paper Gold” transactions in the same one year period. There lies another reason
behind the suppression and manipulation of prices.
If I may divest a little at this stage. Based upon the reports from the professionals, as referred to above, we
anticipated Gold Prices to reach a figure between $1250 - $1500 USD per troy ounce in June 2008. It did
not happen, yet the general markets (Stock Markets, Bonds, Mutual Funds) were steadily going down and
down and down. The market reaction to Gold and other Precious Metals became contrary to predictions
and contrary to anticipated upward price curves. No logical reasons have ever been established for the
contradiction, either within the markets them selves, or by other professionals working within the markets.
Many Gold Market reports clearly indicate that in relative terms against others market factors and such
matters as inflation, Gold should currently be well over $2000 USD per troy ounce and closer to the $3000
USD per troy ounce.
If I may now refer to your comment:“most of the mainstream economists and media, consider such manipulations a conspiracy theory and
they suggest to not buy and own any gold and silver, because it is an archaic relict without any real
value”.
There are professionals, as you state, that fervently believe what you have stated above. However, there
are equally, if not more, professionals who believe the opposite. One therefore needs to look deeper into
the ideology of those who believe in the “Conspiracy” theory.
In many cases these people also believe fervently in the ideology of “Fiat” money, not “Real” asset backed
money, in which, in our opinion, lies the reason why those referred to in your comments tend to follow the
“Conspiracy” theory. In general, those who support the “Paper”, “Derivative”, “CDO’, “CDS” markets
have very little sense of reality with “Tangible” assets. The Former creates enormous volumes of “Fiat”
money, coupled with Debt. The latter is based upon reality and a solid “Tangible” means of exchange, of
which Precious Metals are “Tangible”.
To “Buy” or not to “Buy”, or, “Own” or “Not Own” Gold or Silver, is not a question that we can, nor will,
answer, because we are not investment advisors, whereby any information given above is based upon
opinions only for our internal purposes, NOT market or Investment purposes, and therefore same should
not be utilized or considered for, or within, a decision making process regarding investments, investment
opportunities, or similar by persons who operate investments or who are considering such investments.
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The various relief packages designed and introduced by a number of Governments around the world are,
in our opinion, piecemeal and only offer a temporary respite to an enormous problem. Many have used
the terminology of “Papering over the Cracks” whilst they shore up the Foundations. The problem is that
Governments have no idea how to shore up, or, what is needed to shore up the Foundations to bring stability back, and so we drift from one thing to another, talking the markets up when in reality there is an
almighty bomb underneath just waiting to explode.
We all hear the rumours and read the predications that there is “Worse still to come”, relative to the International / National Economic and Financial Systems. In our opinion, at this stage, we believe the worse
scenario to be the case. “When” and “How”, are additional questions that few people are prepared to state
or render their views or opinions, at this moment in time?
Should the “Worse Scenario” happen, people (The markets) will, based upon previous market conditions
and experiences, run quickly into precious metals (physical stocks only) as the only “Safe Haven”
There are answers, but unfortunately, groups like the G8 and G20 turn a blind eye (supported by editorial
comments and articles in such Financial Media as the Financial Times), for the purpose of the retention of
their own prestige power base. Whether the practical answers / alternatives can be implemented is another big question. That question also applies universally to energy, carbon emissions, food production,
and so on.
The need is there, the alternatives are there, but there has to be a “willingness” to explore and implement
such alternatives, whereby that “willingness” from Governments, just doesn’t appear to be visible.
We trust that we have answered the question(s) to your satisfaction and understanding. In the meantime,
we are particularly impressed with your comments and question(s) that we will be adding this to our Q &
A section within our Web Site.

Thank you for your Question

